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P E S C E  S P A D A  A F F U M I C A T O  

B E R N A R D I N I -  S M O K E D  S W O R D F I S H

CODE 94126

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN ** Italy, Tuscany

WEIGHT 1,5 kg approx

** ATTENTION: the origin of the raw material may be different

Swordish fillet smoked in a traditional way

DESCRIPTION The slices are first salted using only sea salt, then dried and smoked with wood essences

APPEARANCE The shape is long and round, perfect for the slicer. The color is pale pink

TASTE The taste is delicate, succulent, dolce, round, fresh and delicately smoky. The aftertaste is 

round, delicate and smoky

PRODUCER Bernardini Gastone - Cenaia Crespina (PI) - Tuscany

OUR SELECTION The slices selected by Bernardini are fished on the Mediterranean coast of Spain and frozen 

on board, in order to maintain all the fresh characteristics associated with a healthy and 

completely natural preservation process.

CURIOSITY The swordfish (Xiphias gladius from the Greek 'xiphies', meaning sword), is a large pelagic 

fish, which in our seas can reach 3 m in length (excluding the sword) and a weight of 350 kg. 

It is a sprinter and fighting fish, also called by fishermen 'knight fish' not only for the sword 

but also for the pride in the fight and for the courage with which it tries to free its companion 

who has fallen into the nets.

SUGGESTIONS Special with a drizzle of extra virgin olive oil, accompanied by slices of grapefruit. Also 

excellent cut into cubes, in a warm salad of potatoes with cherry tomatoes, olives and some 

capers
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